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Camping Policy

The Australian Caravan Club Limited (ACC) has established this Policy to:

 Define camping, and
 Establish guiding principles (code of conduct) that members are expected to

adhere to when camping other than in a caravan park.

Definition:

Within this policy Camping is defined as living in any RV within a bush camp or any
other designated independent campsite that is not a regulated caravan park.

Guiding principles (code of conduct) when camping:

As members of Australian Caravan Club Limited we will abide by the following
principles:

1. Only camp in places or localities where camping is a permitted activity;

Note: When travelling in remote outback areas it is important to carefully examine
and review maps to determine whether any permits are required or whether a
public road traverses private land. It is inappropriate to camp on private land
without permission.

2. Always observe any time limits imposed by the controlling authorities;

3. Obtain permission from the relevant authority shown on the signage at the
camping area and if required pay the nominated fee;

4. Within any camp area available to “Self Contained Vehicles”, abide by the ACCESS
policy and where directed retain all rubbish, grey and black water within their
vehicle.



5. Where the camping area allows grey water to be released, do so discreetly onto
the ground, in a manner that ensures the water quickly soaks into the ground. We
will ensure that grey water:

 does not pool on the ground, or
 is not discharged onto any paved area, or
 is not discharged into or near any watercourse, or into any stormwater

channel;
 is not discharged in close proximity to any other RV or onto a site that

another RV could use;
 if retained is disposed of at a designated dump point.

Note: the World Health Organisation states that grey water retained contains
Thermo tolerant coliforms that multiply by between 10 and 100 times during the
first 24 to 48 hours of storage. (It essentially becomes black water when stored).

6. Ensure all black water is retained and disposed of at a designated dump point.

In remote areas, with no dump point available black water can be disposed by
selecting a discrete location that is:

 At least 100m from any water way.
 Not in proximity to any area that could be used by another traveller.

Then, dig a hole to bury the black water ensuring there is at least 500mm of
earth covering the dumped black water.

7. Always leave the facility as clean or cleaner than we found it;

8. In appreciation for using independent camping areas within a shire or locality,
purchase fuel or food as a form of thanks wherever possible.

Note: Actions by of ACC members contravening the Policy Guidelines will poorly
reflect upon ACC and may influence decisions by governing authorities to limit the
rights of caravanners and RVs to utilise bush camps or any other designated
independent campsite.


